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Youth Services Center
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Staff is attempting to schedule the fire, safety, and environment reports.
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Nutrional report is recommending to reduce sodium intake for minors.
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admissions staff serve as backup, or
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staff from another unit come over. There are approximately 3-4 backup available.



Spanish, Tagalog, Mandarin.
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very good.
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widely diverse, more female than male.
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Turf needs to be redone.
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There needs to be a covered overhang
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The issues with the astroturf outlined in the prior inspection continue.
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There facility is lacking in covered overhangs. This presents a safety risk, reduces



flexibility, and means that minor are unable to attend school off unit sometimes.



Construction has begun to address the Loop Road concerns (see prior report).
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The carpeting should be removed or replaced.
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Receive a pamphlet
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on admission, the read rules when arrive on unit, considering getting a video
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yes posted in each unit.
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Minors are asked to sign a statement that they have reviewed and understand rules.
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none at this time.

served on unit due to safety issues
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Only after eating.
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see general comments
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Staff
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supervise and meals are eaten in small groups on unit.
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Snacks available in evening, fruit available all day.
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Clothing appeared clean upon inspection but several youths complained
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that they are not receiving frequent enough changes of clothing.
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none currently in place
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staff feels need more of this.
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Elm 7 youth receive uncertified classes.
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but try to craft individual attention for minors with kid
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present during day only
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see comments
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Escalating scale beginning with a time out in room,
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to a ticket (lose programming time but not LMS), to an Incident Report (24-48hr






restriction, to a charge being filed. Loss of "good behavior" days is also possible consq





Discipline procedure appeared fair and minors appeared to understand
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process.
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There are forms and documentation on
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every unit. Only management can access the compelted forms. Checked daily.
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Many of the staff portions of form (the response) do not
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indicate whether the grievance was valid or invalid, simply says what the reviewer did.



The response section should be more detailed.
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some complaints that mail does not go out regularly.
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if not on letterhead then open
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While all minors have access to regular phone calls there are concerns
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about minors whose parents cant afford the collect calls or who have a cell phone.



These minors may not be receiving phone privileges equivalent to the other minors.
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There are 2 small offices available.
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If on disciplinary or for safety or
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security reasons.
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There are ongoing concerns about the lack of documentation tracking when

minors are confined to their rooms or to the unit for non-disciplinary reasons such as staffing



shortages or program changes or education reasons. There appears to be a lack of clear



documentation as to what type of programming is provided to each minor.
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screened within 1 day of admissions.
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There is no on-call service, only option is the ER.
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While minors appeared to be appropriately screened on admit and did
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not have complaints about access to nurses and physicians, we are concerned that



the only after hours option is to take minor to ER.
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San Mateo County Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Commission
Juvenile Hall and Camp Inspection Report
Overall Impressions, Comments, and/or Concerns
General comments or concerns that should be noted that haven’t already been addressed?:
Overall, Probation continues to do a good job at the YSC. It is clear that most of the staff and senior
management care about the youth and want to help them. There were few to no complaints about
staff this year. We appreciate that senior management was open to talking about issues we raised.
There are a number of items of concern to the Commission:

1. There are ongoing concerns about the lack of documentation tracking when minors are
being confined to their rooms or to their units; what programming each minor received;
or when school occurs on the unit rather than at the school and the reason for the
change. The Commission recommends the development of a better logging system to
track how much time a minor has been out of his room or off his unit; what
programming s/he is actually receiving; and other issues such as medical requests.
2. There are concerns that there is lack of uniformity across units and shifts as to the
phone policies (when a minor can use the alternative no‐cost phone). The Commission
recommends the development of a written policy that is distributed amongst the staff.
3. There are concerns that the minors may not be receiving frequent enough clothing
changes, specifically pants and tee shirts. The Commission requests feedback from
Institutions as to the policy and the comparative practices of other jurisdictions.
4. There are ongoing concerns about quality and quantity of time elapsed between meals.
While YSC seems to be in compliance with regulations, the Commission recommends
that Institutions consider moving dinner time later.
5. There are concerns about the limited access to routine medical treatment during
evening and night hours. The Commission recommends an on‐call nurse who can least
authorize administration of over‐the‐counter medication.
6. There are concerns about the lack of appropriate overhangs in the outdoor area, which
increases risk of falls and limits minors’ access to the school during rainy weather. The
Commission recommends that overhangs be installed or some other solution is
implemented.
7. The Commission renews last year’s recommendation to redo the Astroturf.
8. The Commission recommends that the carpeting be removed or replaced.
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Juvenile Hall and Camp Inspection Report

9. The Commission shares the Institution’s concern about the lack of clear evacuation
plans for F2 and direct file youth. The Commission requests updates from Institutions as
to the development of this plan.
Signature of Commissioner(s) preparing this report:
/s/ Rebecca Ross

Date:

10/27/2013

/s/ Moneisa Carson

Date:

10/27/2013

/s/ Bonnie Miller

Date:

10/27/2013

/s/ Irv Rollins

Date:

10/27/2013
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